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Abstract. Electronic Commerce over the Internet is one of the most
rapidly growing areas in todays business. However, considering the most
important phase of Electronic Commerce, the payment, it has to be noted
that in most currently exploited approaches support for at least one of
the participants is limited. From a general point of view, a couple of requirements for correct payment interactions exist, namely different levels
of atomicity in the exchange of money and goods of a single customer
with different merchants. Furthermore, as fraudulent behavior of participants in Electronic Commerce has to be considered, the ability to legally
prove the processing of a payment transaction is required. In this paper,
we identify the different requirements participants demand on Electronic
Commerce payment from the point of view of execution guarantees and
present how payment interactions can be implemented by transactional
processes. Finally, we show how the maximum level of execution guarantees can be provided for payment processes in a natural way by applying
transactional process management to an Electronic Commerce Payment
Coordinator.

1

Introduction

Along with the enormous proliferation of the Internet, Electronic Commerce
is continuously gaining importance. The spectrum of applications that are subsumed under the term Electronic Commerce leads from rather simple orders performed by Email to the purchase of shopping baskets consisting of several goods
originating from different merchants while electronic cash tokens are spent for
payment purposes.
Remarkably, Electronic Commerce is a very interdisciplinary research area.
As existing approaches are powered by different communities (i.e., cryptography,
networking, etc.), they are very heterogeneous in nature and thus always focus
on different special problems. From the point of view of the database community,
atomicity properties have been identified as one key requirement for payment
protocols in Electronic Commerce [15,16]. The more complex interactions with
consumers and merchants become, the more dimensions of atomicity have to be
addressed. In the simplest case, only money has to be transferred atomically from
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the consumer to the merchant. However, considering complex shopping baskets
filled with (electronic) goods from several merchants, atomicity may also be
required for the purchase of all these goods originating from different possibly
independent and autonomous sources, along with the atomic exchange of money
and all goods.
Due to their distributed nature, protocols that have been suggested to support payment atomicity in Electronic Commerce impose high requirements on
the participating instances (e.g., NetBill [4]). In these approaches, each participant not only has to implement a given set of interfaces. Since the application
logic of these payment approaches is not centrally defined but distributed to all
participants, they also impose high prerequisites to the participating instances.
However, with a centralized payment coordinator, the complex interactions
of the various participants can be embedded within a payment process, thus
reducing the prerequisites for merchants and customers to participate in Electronic Commerce. Transactional process management [13] can then be exploited
in order to provide the necessary execution guarantees for Electronic Commerce
payment processes in a natural way.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we provide a general framework for Electronic Commerce payment interactions. Based on this framework,
we analyze the different atomicity requirements for Electronic Commerce payment (Section 3). Then, in Section 4, we shortly summarize transactional process management and describe how these ideas can be exploited in order to
let Electronic Commerce payment process benefit from the execution guarantees provided by a payment process coordinator. Section 5 finally concludes the
paper.

2

Schema for Payment Protocols in Electronic Commerce

The description for sales interactions in non-electronic markets [12] encompasses
three phases: information, negotiation, and payment. During the information
phase, a customer evaluates and compares the offers of several merchants. After
selecting the best offer, she negotiates with the chosen merchant the conditions
for the deal (negotiation). If they reach an agreement, the last step (the payment)
involves the money transfer from customer to merchant and the service (the
merchant fulfills his contract).
Most electronic payment systems only focus on the money transfer of the
last phase. Our view of an electronic payment scheme also considers the systems
and protocols for accomplishing both the money transfer and the service.
2.1

Participants

An electronic payment scheme involves participants originating from two distinct worlds: on the Internet side there are the customer, the merchant, and
the payment server (also known as payment gateway) as a third entity which
coordinates the former ones. The other side is represented by the financial world
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with its proprietary network infrastructure and protocols. The participants are
financial institutes and again the payment server, that has to consistently transform the data flow on the Internet side in corresponding “real world” money
flow. The participants are depicted in Figure 1.

2.2

Steps of an Electronic Commerce Transaction

Prior to the payment transaction, the participants are involved in an initialization phase, depicted in Figure 1 by dashed arrows. Both customer and merchant
have to establish accounts within the financial institutes “issuer” (or “acquirer”,
resp.). The transformation of the electronic money into real money is performed
using these accounts. Also in this phase the customer receives from his bank
a customer secret which enables him to perform electronic payments. The customer secret is visible only for the customer herself, for the issuing bank and
(eventually) for the payment server. The most common form of the customer secret is the credit card number, in electronic cash schemes (such as eCashT M [5]),
the customer secret is an E-cash token. Because account operations are rather
less often than payments, we can consider them as part of the initialization
phase.

(5)
negotiation (1)
Customer

Merchant
PI, OIc (2)
PI, OIc , OIm (3)

C (4)

Payment Server

Financial
Network
Acquirer

Issuer

Fig. 1. Generic payment steps
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Almost all the payment schemes contain the following steps, marked in Figure 1
with numbers 1 to 5:
– Negotiation (1): the customer selects the desired service or merchandise she
wants from the merchant, and negotiates with the merchant the price of the
service. The result of this step is the Order Information. The Order Information is a protocol of the negotiation phase, including service (merchandise)
and price specification.
– Payment order (2): the customer sends Payment Information (PI) and Order
Information (OIc ) to the merchant. The OIc is the customer’s view of the
agreement with the merchant.
– Payment authorization (3): the merchant forwards PI, OIc , OIm and additional data to the payment server. OIm is the merchant’s view of the agreement with the customer.
The payment server directly or indirectly verifies the validity of the payment
information, the consistency of the payment using OIc and OIm . It eventually
triggers the real world money transfer using its role on the non-Internet side.
At the end of the payment authorization, the merchant receives a confirmation message C from the payment server (4).
– Purchase response (5): The merchant sends himself a confirmation to the
customer. In case of electronic (non-tangible) goods, the purchase response
can be immediately followed by the merchandise or the service itself.
In most existent payment protocols, the payment server is invoked by the merchant. This is not an intrinsic restriction, and communication between customer
and payment server is also possible.
2.3

Characteristics of Payment Protocols

Several criteria serve as classification models of electronic payments schemes.
Starting from the moment of transformation of real money into electronic money,
payment protocols can be split in pre-paid systems and pay-by-instruction ones.
Atomicity is another item, which will be discussed in detail later. Some protocols introduce the notion of provability, which is the ability of each party
to prove their correct interactions. Anonymity is especially addressed by cashbased-systems. There are also implementation issues like scalability, flexibility,
efficiency, ease of use and off-line operation, which are also important because
of the large number of persons expected to use these systems.

3

Atomicity in Electronic Commerce

One key requirement in Electronic Commerce is to guarantee atomic interactions between the various participants in Electronic Commerce payment. As
Electronic Commerce and thus also payment takes place in a highly distributed
and heterogeneous environment, various aspects of atomicity can be identified:
aside of money and goods atomicity [15,16], also the atomic interaction of a
customer with multiple merchants is needed. In what follows, we analyze and
classify these different atomicity requirements in detail.
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Money Atomicity

The basic form of atomicity in Electronic Commerce is associated with the transfer of money from the customer to the merchant. This is denoted by the term
money atomicity [15]. As no viable Electronic Commerce payment solution can
exist without supporting this atomicity property, multiple solutions have been
proposed or are already established [9,5]. However, the atomicity property is
tightly coupled with the protocol architecture and design.
3.2

Certified Atomic Delivery

Aside of money, also goods have to be transferred. Therefore, a further requirement is that the delivery takes place atomically. This can even be reinforced in
that both associated parties —customer and merchant— require the necessary
information in order to prove that the goods sent (or received, resp.) are the ones
both parties agreed to in the initial negotiation phase (certified atomic delivery,
encompassing the goods atomicity and the certified delivery described in [15]).
This strengthened requirement results from the fact that —in contrast to traditional distributed database transactions where only technical failures have to
be addressed— in Electronic Commerce also fraudulent behavior of participants
has to be coped with.
Especially when dealing with goods that can be transferred electronically,
the combination of money atomicity and certified delivery is an important issue.
In [3], this is realized by a customized Two-Phase-Commit protocol (2PC) [6].
To support both dimensions of atomic interactions and to avoid a payment coordinator to deal with the goods to be transferred, cryptographic mechanisms are
applied. Prior to the payment process, the merchant sends the ordered goods in
an encrypted way to the customer. On successful termination of the payment,
the coordinator has both to transfer the money from the customer to the merchant and the key needed for the decryption of the previously received goods to
the client in an atomic way.
3.3

Distributed Purchase Atomicity

In many Electronic Commerce applications, interaction of customers is not limited to a single merchant. Consider, for instance, a customer who wants to purchase specialized software from a merchant. In order run this software, she also
needs an operating system which is, however, only available from a different merchant. As both goods individually are of no value for the customer, she needs the
guarantee to perform the purchase transaction with the two different merchants
atomically in order to get both products or none. Distributed purchase atomicity addresses the encompassment of interactions with different independent
merchants into one single transaction.
This problem is in general reinforced by the fact that different heterogeneous
interfaces are involved and different communication protocols are supported by
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the participating merchants. To this end, in order to support distributed purchase atomicity in very heterogeneous environments with applications using communication protocols for which there are no transactional variants (such as, for
instance, HTTP), the Transaction Internet Protocol (TIP) [8] has been proposed.
TIP is based on the Two-Phase-Commit protocol (2PC). The main idea of this
protocol is to separate communication between transaction managers from the
application communication protocol (two-pipe-model). While communication at
transaction manager level takes place by the TIP 2PC protocol, arbitrary protocols can independently be exploited at application communication level (such
as, for instance, HTTP).
3.4

Summary of Atomicity Requirements

In Figure 2, the three dimensions of atomicity that can be identified in Electronic
Commerce applications are depicted. Most currently deployed payment coordinators only support money atomicity while some advanced systems also address
distributed purchase atomicity. However, to our best knowledge, all three dimensions are not provided by existing systems and protocols although the highest
level of guarantees would be supported and although this is required by a set of
real-world applications.

Distributed Purchase Atomicity

Transaction Internet
Protocol [8]

Payment Coordinator
based on Transactional
Process Management
non-atomic

Account and Credit Card
based Payment Protocols
(SET, NetCheque, etc.)
Money Atomicity

Certified Atomic
Delivery

NetBill Anonymous Atomic
Transactions [4]

Fig. 2. Classification of Atomicity in Electronic Commerce
This lack of support for full atomicity in Electronic Commerce payment is addressed in this paper where we apply transactional process management (Section 4) to realize an Electronic Commerce payment coordinator.
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Transactional Process Management

In this Section, we introduce the theory of transactional process management
that provides a joint criterion for the correct execution of processes with respect to recovery (when failures of single processes have to be considered) and
concurrency control (when multiple parallel processes access shared resources
simultaneously) and we point out how this theory can be applied for payments
in Electronic Commerce.
4.1

Overview

In conventional databases, concurrency control and recovery are well understood
problems. Unfortunately, this is not the case when transactions are grouped
into entities with higher level semantics, such as transactional processes. Since
concurrent processes may access shared resources simultaneously, consistency
has to be guaranteed for these executions.
Transactional process management [13] has to enforce consistency for concurrent executions and, at the same time, to cope with the added structure found
in processes. In particular, and unlike in traditional transactions, processes introduce flow of control as one of the basic semantic elements. Thus, it has to
be taken into consideration that processes already impose ordering constraints
among their different operations and among their alternative executions. Similarly, processes integrate invocations to applications with different atomicity
properties (e.g., activities may or may not be semantically compensatable).
The main components of transactional process management consist of a coordinator acting as top level scheduler and several transactional coordination
agents [14] —one for each subsystem participating in transactional processes—
acting as lower level schedulers. Processes encompass activities which are invocations in subsystems scheduled by the coordinator. Firstly, the execution
guarantees to be provided by the coordinator include guaranteed termination,
a more general notion of atomicity than the standard all or nothing semantics
which is realized by partial compensation and alternative executions. Secondly,
the correct parallelization of concurrent processes is required and thirdly, by applying the ideas of the composite systems theory [1], a high degree of parallelism
for concurrent processes is to be provided.
The key aspects of transactional process management can briefly be summarized as follows: The coordinator acts as a kind of transaction scheduler that is
more general than a traditional database scheduler in that it
i.) knows about semantic commutativity of activities,
ii.) knows about properties of activities (compensatable, retriable, or pivot,
taken from the flex transaction model [10,17]), and
iii.) knows about alternative executions paths in case of failures.
Based on this information, the coordinator ensures global correctness but only
under the assumption that the activities within the processes to be scheduled
themselves provide transactional functionality (such as atomicity, compensatability, order-preservation, etc.).
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Application of Transactional Process Management in Electronic
Commerce

According to [11], trade interactions between customers and merchants can be
classified in three phases: pre-sales, sales, and post-sales. While the sales phase
has a well-defined structure (especially the payment processing, see Section 2),
this is in general not the case for the pre-sales and the post-sales phase.
Due to this well-defined structure, processes are a highly appropriate means
to implement the interactions that have to be performed for payment purposes.
Furthermore, the atomicity requirements for payments in Electronic Commerce
can be realized in an elegant way by applying the ideas of transactional process
management in an Electronic Commerce Payment Coordinator.
Based on the NetBill protocol guaranteeing both money atomicity and certified atomic delivery, payment processes can be enhanced to additionally provide
distributed payment atomicity. To this end, and in contrast to the currently applied payment schemes, the payment has to be initiated by the customer. She
has to invoke a payment process at the Payment Coordinator by specifying the
payment information P I and all n bilaterally agreed Order Information (and
thus also all different merchants) that have to be encompassed within one single
payment transaction. Therefore, a tuple (OIc , M )j with Order Information OIc
and Merchant Identifier M for each product j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n has to be sent to
the Payment Coordinator. Within the payment process invoked, the necessary
steps are taken to guarantee all three dimensions of atomicity. The Payment Coordinator first contacts all merchants involved and collects the merchant’s views
on the Order Information (OIm )j . Then, in order to determine the success of the
payment transactions, (OIm )j and (OIc )j are compared for each product j. In
the case of success, the Payment Coordinator collects all keys from all merchants
participating in the transaction, checks the validity and the value of the E-cash
token received and atomically delivers all keys to the customer while at the same
time initiating the money transfer to the merchants and sends a confirmation
Cj to all merchants. In case that (OIm )j and (OIc )j do not match for some j,
some keys are not available, or the E-cash token is not correct, the Payment
Coordinator aborts the payment transaction and no exchange will take place.
Electronic Commerce payment can benefit from a Payment Coordinator
based on transactional process management ideas in several ways. Firstly, as
application logic is centrally defined, the prerequisites for the participants of
Electronic Commerce trade (customers, merchants, banks) are minimized. Secondly, with the inherent structure of payment processes invoked by a customer,
it is possible to provide all dimensions of atomicity identified as requirements in
Electronic Commerce. This is thirdly enhanced by additional properties as, for
instance, the possibility to legally prove correct execution of a payment process
by persistently logging process execution. This process log is part of the transactional process management and thus, provided by the Payment Coordinator in
an elegant and straightforward way. Finally, by executing payment processes by
a Payment Coordinator, the monitoring of the state of a payment interaction is
facilitated compared with the distribution found in current payment protocols.
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Conclusion

This paper provides a detailed analysis of requirements participants in Electronic
Commerce payment impose with respect to atomicity issues. Different levels of
atomicity can be identified which, however, are not simultaneously provided by
existing approaches. Using the notion of processes, it has been shown that all
payment interactions can be embedded into a single payment process where all
possible levels of execution guarantees can be provided while at the same time
the prerequisites of the participants are reduced. Finally, by applying the ideas
of transactional process management, it has been shown how a Payment Coordinator supporting atomic and provable payment processes can be developed.
This process-based Payment Coordinator is currently being implemented
within the Wise system [2]. Based on this implementation, we will in our future
work extend the analysis of payment processes to further properties (such as,
for instance, anonymity, scalability, or flexibility). Our goal is to decouple these
properties, to identify the building blocks needed to realize them and to flexibly
generate payment processes with user-defined properties by plugging together
the building blocks needed.
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